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Premise One
The stability in my life is three fold
The Word The Sentence The Song
Rising each day reading Job
Creating Sentences
Singing 'Seven Days'
How pathetic?
Was the question
Quite pathetic.
The Echo returns ....
I want to leave. Do you want to leave?
Take flight in a desert? Await Gabriel in a cave?
St a rv in g.... Fasting.... Ha 11 uc in at in g.
Perhaps on another day, another avenue.
I will revolt .... I will have disciples .... I will be revered
Around coffee shops print manuals,
Around how to books,
In brothel corners.
In
My
My
In

my mother's house, I am Jewel.
father's eyes see Coincidence
lover's yawn suggests Jester.
my mirror, I am Company.

I want to be that 'sea sick Sailor',
I want to be Ego, self obsessed paranoia.
I am waiting for sun to fall,
Drowning in oceans,
Carpeting on floors.
Cosmology and Community
Should be our goal.
I want wealth and women,
The man confesses,
Is that wrong? Forgive me. Let me say it how it is.
I want food and children.

(Rohan Thomas)

Spinach Sisters
Ma used to send us on a run for a bundle of spinach.
You'd balance my weight on a wobbly bike,
Your pretty hair trailing into my nostrils.
Pedaling breathless and heavy-laden
From my dimply legs you'd carry me.
I'd hold on to your rib cage with dear life
/
Busily blinking, drying my eyes out against the wind we made
To the rhythmic clink, clink of the bickering machine.
I was grateful for another bundle of mud-drenched spinach,
Happy as a fool, smelling the warmth of your back.
Unbothered by the observant grocery shop owner's puzzled look
At my proud proclamation of our dissimilar sisterhood,
I'd come home smiling behind your back, eyes closed,
With a rustling bag of spinach chafing against my calf.

(Eunice Ham)
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One Year's Reflection
I didn't know my father;
I learned at 19:
The man smiling at me to keep my nose clean His fingernails and grooves in his hands
Stained with the grease of garbage truck toil Was not a frame-set icon
Resting in the niche I'd placed him.
Daddy's girl until that nuclear moment
Of launched admission.
My mind, scattered into glass-edged tangents,
Lowered to the pinkish grout forever peppered
with Oreo crumbs,
Wishing to stay amont the cool-faced kitchen
tiles.
Perhaps he's still paying for the sins
of his father.
Perhaps that's all addiction is - the cycle
binding him to them,
But how long must I pay
For the sins of my father
And his fathers
And all my mothers too.

(Ruth Krygsheld)
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A NEW TESTAMENT
So we had a meal together.
Breaking bread,
sitting in silence,
circled, cross-legged,
and someone said grace.
(I open my eyes and look at the faces.)
Behind Perry's closed lids are spheres of cobalt blue
that burned with pride, but will never hold enough
to deny that a bird reduced his promises to words
and his body to weeping .
I doubt Theodore will ever forget when his dirty,
trembling fingers touched the soft, scarred palms.
Jonas and J.J. fell asleep at the wheel (Perry too)
on the longest night of our lives.
Though we told them, "Surely you're forgiven,"
they still wake nights, their watchful eyes
staring at the ceiling .
Shawn is still wearing the same jacket we found him in
(though he has since picked out all the little splinters),
exhausted from the weight of the world.
Jerome stepped down to bury the body
that buried our grief.
(Gazing at the faces, I close my eyes.)
We close our eyes and open them.
We stare at our hands.
We stare at each other and remember.

(Noah Paul Borgondy)
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These are the paintings of explosions, astronomical events, and cellular life.
They result from the attraction to a general kind of form seen throughout nature ...
These are pleasing forms, ones that bulge envelop and implode ... We are attracted
to these shapes and what they embody and thus surround ourselves with living environments and other consumer goods that are reminiscent of these natural phenomena.
I realize that the specific images I have chosen to paint are "loaded" in
light of our position in time and the contemporary events of world history.
These images carry along with them the realities of what they are and the associations that also result. The fact that we as individuals are able to view

these happenings and events stem from the furthering of relatively new
communication technology. This technology has resulted in the ability
for us to witness, in a removed manner, powerful images, that in their
real contexts teeter back and forth between the implications of their
discovery/manipulation. Although we are able to view these events, something is lost in the translation. One of the intents that these paintings speak about is the attempt to bridge the commentary between the
pleasantness of the forms and the realities of the images in their actual
context. This may be viewed either positively or negatively depending on
what the viewer brings to the individual piece .

In Search of "Ahh***"
Feeling hay, ah why
Foolish, foolish fools
Angels sing and all hell breaks loose
I'm taking down names
And putting an end to this nonsense.
But is it wrong to live life
Flying off bridges, daring the wind
To catch you just right
Should one settle for the same
Straight line, no soaring heights
Or raging lows, black dark or blinding light
Would you rather be gray than dazzle
With all the dirty colors of the palette
(stumbling on perfection on occassion)
?

My head is on pins, my feet in the air
As I try to answer "no."

(Rachel Zylstra)
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to those who do not read poems
who think we joke
when colors make us cry
two hues
igniting on the white frames of drywall
textures
stirring every sense
like porn in teenage boy rooms
late in night
except more kind,
satisfying and fulfilling
and the effect is not lost at 45
my toes demand attention
and the little drain in my bathtub
Honestly,
I feel chills
when letters form into wild patterns of
thoughts I had forgotten
I set my first pair of eyeglasses on my nose's bridge
looked through a magnifying glass, to catch sight of little
meandering cells
discovered the wardrobe that still leads to my narnia
I recall the day I realized the insides of kiwi
the night I first laid blue gel toothpaste on white bristles
but i too can lie in the grass
and not notice its green shade or moist scent
i am not always trying to place you in my next lyric
or fit you between hard covers and words
i only take time to notice
the maybe inconsequential
texture on surfaces in public bathrooms
making me smile twice a day

(Miriam Vanderkooy)
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there is a name
for memories lost
but it isn't mine
and with or without
another warm hand
the earth will still spin
heads will still roll
we'll still go bowling
on a Thursday night
and stumble home lazy
with smoke and plastic cup beer
and then we'll still have Friday
on our breath
to waste on waking up
and losing a few more friends

(Peter Berghoef)
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Interview with Scott Cairns
, conducted during the Festival of Faith and Writing 2002 by Phil Christman ('01)
and Tim Thompson ('02).
Thinking about poetry in terms or an aspect or vocation and relating ft to the whole idea or rafth and
writing, I keep thinking or what Rilke says in his Letters to a Young Poet: "This above all, ask yourselr in the stillest hours or your night, must I write?" Is writing poetry, does ft involve a kind or
existential leap or rafth? Would you wither and die fr you couldn't write anymore?
Hmm. I don't think I would wither and die if I couldn't write anymore, and I don't think it involves
an existential leap of faith. Maybe it once did; maybe initially, what is required is a kind of tiltturn of the head-wherein you imagine a kind of level of authority you don't really believe you have.
You adopt a sort of fictive disposition in which you know whatever you say must be interesting. I
think you do need that kind of arrogance, initially, to start writing. But once you start writing
habitually, a lot of the angst and agonistic relationship to your own texts, I think, it diminishes
over time. And it becomes more playful and more pleasurable to make, to make, well, in my case, poems.
Or, you know, on those few occasions when I write essays or something, to make good sentences. Those
become, in and of themselves, pleasurable, whether or not anyone will see them, or anyone will know of
them. The act itself becomes a pleasure. And maybe I would-you know, the life would become less if I
stopped doing that, but I guess I don't believe that I would ... I can't imagine that I would stop doing
that. It's hard to imagine the result of my stopping soup mix.
Is part or your perspective on that the sense that there is transcendence, that the poetry fsn 't the
only thing we have rafth in?
Exactly, yeah. The poetry is in my case a means by which I apprehend-I think I've probably said this
in other interviews so forgive me-it really is for me a means by which I apprehend a faith I suspect
and a presence, a nearness of God that I suspect. But I suppose if I didn't have poetry there would
be-I mean worship does that even better. So I would just maybe go to church more.
In one or the blurbs on the back or your new volume, Phi lokal i a: New and Selected Poems, the wrf ter or
the blurb, Richard floward, quotes Nietzsche's remark that we have art that we may not perish rrom
truth, and he says, "Cairns has religion that he may not perish rrom poetry.,, So fr you dfdn 't have
religion, would you still have poetry?
Yeah, but I think what Richard Howard is suggesting is that if I didn't have religion I'd have no
protection againstAgainst defryfng poetry?
Against, yeah. Against taking poetry too seriously. Or being sort of damaged psychologically.
All right, let me ask you something about some or your new poems in Phi lokal i a. You talk a lot in
speaking about your poetry about a sacramental view or language, about the agency or words themselves,
that they can engender rurther making, and you have a series or poems, the "Adventures in New Testament
Greek,,, which rocus on various Greek words, such as mysterion, hai res is, and that one I can never
pronounce, apocApocatastasis?
And especially in a poem like the one on hairesis [heresy/, where you're talking about the rree range,
the rreedom that we have, within a wider context or belier. Could you relate the rreedom that you
experience as a poet within a context or belier-do you reel rreer because you have an anchor, or do you
ever experience a tension, especially in your Eastern Orthodox tradition, where some adherents or the
rafth would say that this is the "one true church" and any departure rrom ft is dangerous. Or is that
an incorrect characterization?
Well, I don't know a lot of people who'd say that, inside the church. More likely you'd hear something
like what Bishop Kallistos Ware says, which is, "We know where the church is; we cannot say where the
church is not." So that he makes very clear that people have a-I do have an anchor, in fact, in Orthodoxy, in the Orthodox Church. Because it's there, because the faith is full there, I can be confident
in it, but that doesn't mean that outside of that, the church does not exist. And that's more Orthodox
than the other characterization, of the "one true church" negating every other. But there is one true
church, and it's the one holy catholic and apostolic church, which every believer belongs to. But in
fact the freedom-I really have made this my, I've spoken about this before, that it strikes me as
faithless to worry about where your art will lead you. If there is, if one has faith in a God who
loves him and trusts the Holy Spirit in him, then really the outcome of one's labors in this or any art
are assuredly discoveries of something that needs discovery. And to sort of edit out everything that
surprises you or disturbs you is faithless. So yeah, I think that to have a faith grants greater
freedom. All things are lawful, all things may not be expedient. But certainly lawful.
So in the poem on hai resi s, would you posit heresy or its manfrestatfons as a more poetic rorm or
rreedom?
Well, I don't know that I'd talk about it that way, but I do see heresy as a genuine-it's the result of
unorthodox emphases, or an unorthodox emphasis on one element of the truth. That's how you come up
with a heresy, is you overemphasize or tear out, excise-from the fullness of your faith-you excise a
necessary element, and then the faith becomes unbalanced. Or you foreground an element and your faith
becomes unbalanced. And that's how heterodoxy occurs.
In terms or what I struggle with when I try to write a poem, I think I'm still, and maybe it's just a
matter or practice, learning the lesson or, or being able to start a poem without reeling that I need
something a priori-or I still want to rind some striking apprehension in life that is gonna trigger me
into poetry, orHmm.

-give me a springboard-or at least I have that hang-up that I deal with. . ..
Nell, get over that, man! What you really need to do is just start writing stuff and then don't insist
that the discovery happen today, but that some lines happen today, and that some lines happen tomorrow,
and that you make some lines every day. And along the way you're going to discover stuff. It's inescapable! When you write words down on paper, when you read words that are-that someone else has put
down on paper, you're going to make discoveries. And then you press those discoveries for elaboration.
But you don't want to insist on having a glimpse of that before you start the process.
What do you start with?
Nell, I start by reading. I'm always reading something. When it's time to write I'm always reading.
~nd I have something to draw on close by, or my little PowerBook is open, or something is available for
ne to respond upon, so that I'm responding. But I'm always, first, opening a book to read.
Do you ever start outside the text? I mean ... does lire ever act like a text?
Yeah! But I'm usually responding to texts, non-literary texts in life. And on occasion, you know, of
course, life, an event in life, of course, can be read as a text.
You talked about, in your reading here at the Festival, about the poem "Answers to Possible Prayer"-or
is the title "Possible Answers to Prayer"?-which was sort or triggered by your experience or having
someone pray over a loudspeaker when you were trying to cultivate silent prayer.

Yeah, that was the "Public Prayer" poem, actually, that came out of that . . . . That came out of an
event. But then the language for that poem is, was probably, discovered. I probably had a text, I was
probably reading. I probably was reading something about prayer-in fact it probably was Prayer of the
Heart that I was reading. I don't remember, but I'm guessing-speculating-that I was probably reading
about something, some circumstance, and thinking about that stillness and then recalling my annoyance
and sort/o f leaning into that in a mess hall and then being interrupted-by prayer, ostensible prayer.
Speaking or moments or discovery, or poems as discoveries, in a previous interview, when asked a question about examples or those moments in your poetry, you quoted rrom "Loves: Magdalene's Epistle": "All
loves are bodily, require/ that the lips part, and press their trace/ or secrecy upon the one// beloved. " Would you cite any similar moments in your new poems?
There's one in "Memento," where I'm talking about the little altar space with the icons where I pray,
and there's a little discovery in that one: "These surround the shallow altar// where I say my prayers
and, if I'm lucky,/ where I pray." I think I discovered that the moment I read that. [The poem continues:] "When I say my prayers, of course,/ there is much to remember; when I begin to pray,/ far more
to forget." That was something I don't think I actually had put into that sort of consciousness until
I saw that I'd written it. These are the sorts of things that language leads you to and you just have
to trust language to lead you to those. And I'd say that every poem, you know-every poem has a little
passing moment like that, where I just sort of startle, half-startle ... as in "Adventures in New
Testament Greek: Mysterion," the observation which I'd, you know, been, I'd sort of been meditating on
the Mysteries, the Holy Mysteries, is how we call the sacrament, the communion, and I was thinking
about how ... well, this was one: "The problem at the heart/ of metaphor is how neatly it breaks down/
to this and that. Imagine one that held/ entirely across the play of image/ and its likenesses." That
r1as a discovery ....
Did you write that berore you gave your talk, last ral l , at the "Christian Scholarship ... ror What?"
conrerence?
Yeah.
Because I remember, you seemed to be struggling with that in your talk, regarding
The language of that?
Yeah.
Nas that last fall?
Yeah.
Because this book was in press by then, so I must have written it by then. So, what, did I just forget
how to say it?
No, no! It seemed like you were saying something similar at the conrerence, that speaking or metaphor
in our conventional terms is inadequate . ...
Jh yeah! In fact I think that poem led me to come here with something to say to the conference.
So, then, in terms or describing this process, you, you're just reading, or lire is happening to you,
and something sort or catches your attention, but you don't know exactly what you 're going to say about
it yet, and you just start to write whatever about it?
Nell, see, I'd say all of that except that something grabs your attention. I don't thinkThat's too Romantic ror you?
Yeah. An artist doesn't have the-the real artist, the working artist-doesn't have the luxury of waiting for something to grab your attention. You develop a habit of paying attention. And then you say,
r1ell, now I'm going to attend, I'm going to attend, to this! And the act of attending is what enables
the discovery. It's not, kind of, "Man, I wish someone would grab my attention!"
Like, "Nothing interesting ever happens here!" Yeah, I think one or the most helprul things I think
I've heard you say is: "There's no such thing as a poem waiting to happen. Such rictions are rabricated by non-poets. You will rind your subject matter in your obsessions. Only there. "
Yeah. I might rephrase that; I might characterize it today as, you'll find it in your loves, because
I'm starting to think that love of all kinds is utterly a matter of attention. Honoring someone or
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something with attention, with your full attention. And that's what yields, in the various ways that
that word means, that's what yields the discovery, that's what yields into discovery, that's what
enables-it enables love. It enables language. It enables art.
flow do you keep the distance that keeps you from over-attending and suffocating?

Sin is what keeps you from over - attending! If I were to say that ... I realize that there's no such
thing as over-attending! My problem is not over-attending, my problem's under-attending! And it's a
discipline to turn oneself to sufficiently attend. And poetry's just part of it. The life is the
artifact to be well-made. And that involves not just attending to one's art, but attending to one's
loved ones sufficiently, and attending to one's friends sufficiently, and actually attending to one's
enemies sufficiently so as to see through the enmity and realize a love even there. So I think that it
has everything-there's no such thing as over-attending. Would that we had that problem!
I really appreciate what you just said there.
I think ft gets at a greater concept of vocation ,
your whole life before God.
There fsn 't this romantic idea of poetry-

living

That not only wrecks your life, it wrecks your art to think of art as this thing that you, you mess
your personal life up for. You know? If you ignore your children because you're an artist, you know,
the result of that is not just a bad life, the result of that is really not very good art . Small art
comes out of that. Big art comes out of seeing art as a part of a life. Or seeing your whole life as
one's art.
Could you speak a bit about the love triangle among author, text, and reader in the literary enterprise? To what extent do readers co-author texts? You yourself are a writer who maintains close
contact with his readers-how does that kind of interaction, which is certainly spotlighted at an event
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like the Festival-how does that inrluence your own writing?

Well
Yeah.

can you ask that again?
The love triangle-

Yeah, I got hung up on that. I started thinking, "What's he talking about?" See, I was imagining that
you were talking about how a reading is like a collision of a text and an author and a reader and so I
was gonna just correct and say, "Well, it's always really just binary." There's a text. The author is
not around. It's a text and a reader that collide to generate a reading, which might, in fact, result
in a poem. Or it might result in a painting, or might result in some other art, some other sort of inkind responsible criticism, as George Steiner would characterize it. But then you started talking
about actual people! That kind of threw me off. So you mean, 'cause you said, "An event like this,"
and you actually are talking about, like, somehow a dynamic between a book that's on a table and a poet
who wrote the book and some people who've read the book?
Yeah.

Yeah, I guess I'm talking about both layers.

And, but what do you want me to say about the triangle again, of actual people in a room who've read a
bookWel I, rirst OT all-

-either well, or not-so-well?

[Laughs.]

Well, rirst or all, talk a little bit more about why you would write the author out or the picture in
terms or private reading.

Because ... he's not there! [Laughs.] I don't know if you notice, but when you're reading the poem,
when you're reading a Wallace Stevens poem, you have a voice speaking a text, words on a page, which
you can move through at your own little speed, dwell on one word or another, at your-depending on your
own disposition at the moment. You construct a reading and very often you actually construct what I
would characterize as a text. You construct a text from a collaboration of what's on the page in front
of you and what's inside you.
But it seems I ike there must be some kind or-that the author is shaping-

The only sign that an author ever existed as a part of this is right there on the page. I don't have
any other thing. He doesn't weigh in in any other way to this combination. He's weighed in, now I
come in to confront what's in front of me and construct a text. Granted, I know that this poem has a
history, but mostly what I attend to, at least consciously, is the literary precursive matter that this
reminds me of as I move through it. So I'll bring to bear other texts, and you know, if I know something about the author-well, even then I deliberately try not to think of it that way--but I really do
see a poem on a page as an occasion for me to make something new. You know, whether or not I actually
write something as the new thing, or just really construct a kind of momentary text of a reading of
this poem, it's still a new-made thing. That's how I entertain it in my imagination. And the poet is
really not part of that collusion.
I guess in rraming the question I was thinking or a work like Calvino 's If on a winter's night a traveller ,,, which seems like something very, very reader-centered, where you're very much constructing as
you go along, But fr you look at the actual rorm that he employed in putting it together, it's highly
rormalized and highly stylized, or maybe not stylized, but he has an almost mathematical pattern that
he constructs the novel by, So you wouldn't characterize an interaction with a text as communication
with an author, or conversation with an author, or an author pressuring a certain reading?

Yeah. At the risk of sounding stupid, I insist that when I sit down to read something, whether it's
for the purpose of making a poem out of ... well, when I sit down to read something, I confront a
speaker, not an author. And then all the speaker's script is comprised of all those words on the page.
Now, individual words on that page may suggest other things to me, and that's part of the text I'm now
making of it, or with it. But to, to-so far as I know, you know, I don't think about it as being an
author's communicating with me so much as a poem communicating or collaborating with me.
So what about rrom the other end, when you interact with your readers, does that, or how does that
shape your writing?

How does it shape my writing? Well, it doesn't shape my writing, I don't think.
I mean, what do you mean, does it, I don't know what you mean! [Laughs.]
Oo you listen to what your readers have to say?

Yeah!

But what do you mean-not that many readers come up to me and offer commentary on my poems.

Is

that what you're thinking, that they do?
Well, maybe that, or just the experience of being an author in pub! fc.
Ooes that, taking on that
persona, does that change the way you think at al I when you sit down to write, or have you gotten past
that?

Well, I don't think about it. I don't suppose that means I've gotten past anything, I just don't think
about it. It doesn't affect how I think about-I mean, I still work the way I work. And I suppose if
nobody read what I write, I'd just be sort of sad, but I'd still work the way I work. And the fact
that people-you know, frankly, at an event like this, the percentage of people who are interested in
what I do is greater than-the ratio of interested vs. uninterested people is higher here. So that's
kind of fun, but it doesn't mean that I'm gonna go think differently about how I'm going to make the
next poem. I'm still going to go and read and write. Now, I just had a very unique experience, in
that I went to a session where some people read some-there were two papers [presented here at the
Festival] in which my poems figured as part of the discussion. And I found that interesting. And I
liked the experience very much. And in the case of one of the things, I actually sort of saw a thread
of coherence, or some connections, that I hadn't apprehended about my work, and I kinda liked that
discovery too. But that's a very unique circumstance, which I don't think I've-it is unique. I've
never experienced that before. But as far as hanging out with people who are writing, I like talking
to people about writing and looking at their poems, talking about their poems. I like people coming up
to me and saying, "I really liked this poem." But not very often do people come up and say, "I really
liked this poem because it told me this." I don't find that that's a very commonplace conversation,
where people come up and offer commentary. [Chuckles.] If they did, it wouldn't be a bad thing, but
it wouldn't really change how I think about the poem either. Unless, except to say that it might open,
might offer some awareness that I didn't have, enable for me some awareness about a poem that I've
written that I didn't already ...
So you might read your own poetry differently,

through someone else's eyes.

Sure! The few times that people have said something about a poem that seemed like almost explicationsometimes it has triggered a sort of delight: "Oh, I didn't think of that." And that's pleasurable
too. I would never correct a person about a reading, as they've made this reading legitimately.
OK.
My final question gets to a somewhat more academic point, I guess.
I t seems like in Christian
academic circles, there are sort of these two schools of literary criticism, or approaches to aesthetics: on the one hand, the Sacramental, on the other hand the Reformed.
It's curious that the adherents
of the ff rst school seem to be mostly artists, as in Tolkien or Dorothy Sayers or Flannery O'Connor, or
perhaps yourself, whereas the second tend to be mostly critics or philosophers, in the Reformed school,
which sets up this context of art-as-bearing-witness-to-the-truth, the artist as a humble servant,
rather than, as Tolkien said, a sub-creator endowed with the image of God in a creative sense.
So
those are kind of two extremes, and I think in your talk last fall at the "Christian Scholarship ...
tor What?" conference, ft seemed like you hinted at those two extremes, with your contrast between two
approaches to the Eucharist: either the element of the bread seen as a "hard cracker" or as the body of
Christ, as ft is experienced in a sacramental paradigm.
flow would you comment on the difference that a
Reformed approach to texts vs. a sacramental approach to texts makes-what kind of difference does that
make in how one reads?

Just so I understand-'cause I'm slow; just so I understand the question-you're asking me, or you're
positing that, because a person has a certain theology, that person also has a-I'm not exactly sure
that a person has to have a sacramental theology in order to have a sacramental view of art. I think
it helps, I think it helps to have a-would you just be quiet over there!? [Gestures to a giant cart
that's being dragged annoyingly across the tiled floor of Johnny's Cafe.] Yeah, my sense is that-well,
aren't you yourself, like, a Reformed guy? But you have a sort of sacramental view of art? It's not
like because you have a Reformed theology you have a really utterly denotative sense of how a poem
works. So I guess I don't think that one thing necessitates the other. I do think that most artists
eventually become sacramentalists, because they participate in a very immediate way with how stuff
embodies spirit and doesn't just point to it.
Right.

I guess-

That's a good answer for a different question?
No, I think it gets at the question as I asked ft.
Maybe I can also clarity a little.
I'm thinking
about those who would say-tor instance, certain Evangelical literary critics who criticize the Romantics for deifying the imagination and carrying on this Cartesian tradition of the self in isolation
from historical context, and all of that stuff. ...

Well, I think that's a little simple. And I think that the Romantics did what they could with their
own lights. They had other baggage besides their Cartesian dichotomies. And in fact, the way they
talk about their poems doesn't always do justice to how really powerful their poems are. Their poems
are very powerful. I love Coleridge's poems, I love Keats's poems. I've used those to generate-I've

used those sacramentally. They have agency. They generate. They continue to give, to generation
after generation of reader, and provoke generation after generation of poet. So I guess I first of all
wouldn't want people who aren't poets to take potshots at poets, because they aren't reducible to a
scheme. And I ... haven't read that particular utterance that you've just reported, but it seems to me
like an attempt to schematize some people who were just doing their best to make art, you know, with
their own lights. You know, Coleridge himself sort of discovered Trinitarian theology through his art.
He was a Unitarian, and then he started to realize how the pressures of one thing, the pressures of
something outside the self, pushing up against the pressures of a self, trajected into this third
thing, this new-made thing. He recognized from his own habits of making a Trinity of relationships.
And that sort of-he had a little epiphany, where he sort of from that extrapolated that the heart of
the matter is a sort of Trinitarian reality. And then he chased after that. I mean, I don't see that
as a bad thing. Maybe I misunderstand the questionNo, I thjnk you're getUng at U.
That's what I was thjnkjng of. ...
I also don't see why a subcreator can't also be a humble servant, eUher.
I thjnk such crUfrs make up an opposjtjon-'cause
Dorothy Sayers and all those people thought of themselves as servants; they djdn 't thjnk that what they
were dojng was necessarj ly more jmportant than rarm work ... such crUjques always bug me.
I just had
to get that out I

I think that some Evangelical authorities on postmodern thought still tend to attend to it with sort of
rationalistic strata-to see it as the enemy, still, I think, to build straw men out of postmodern
uncertainties. But postmodern uncertainties are not unlike "The Way of Unknowing." The via negativa
is an honorable way to proceed into spiritual discovery. And apophatic theology is a much-beloved and
ancient tradition that has benefited centuries of saints. And it's utterly more like-the postmodern
turn is actually a turn back to a sort of, developing a comfort level with uncertainty and realizing
that God is too big for our discrete metaphors. And there are two ways of getting around that: one is,
don't say anything about God, the other is, say everything about God, and the result is the same-this
darkness that enables you to glimpse how big and inexhaustible God and God's love are. I don't know
what else to say about it without repeating myself, or saying nonsense, but it seems to me that, you
know, Evangelical circles have a handful of authorities on postmodern thought, but they themselves
don't seem to have read much of it, [or at least not sympathetically]. . . . They sort of have this
"I've gotta attend to this!" attitude. It's not like, "Maybe I can learn from this and lean into it
and receive it as a possible corrective."
That's the only way to proceed about anything, really, is to receive it as a possible corrective.
Every time someone says something that you resist, you see it as a possible corrective. So even when
critics whom I disagree with speak, I hear it as a possible corrective to maybe an overstatement of my
own. And that's because I'm doing what they're attacking! [Laughs.] If I were doing what they're
promoting, I'd just say, "You're wrong!" and not receive anything at all. So it's really ironic.
Okay.
One last quesUon: I'd Uke to hear more about how-as far as I know, you used to be pn·marny a
sort of a Reformed ChrjsUan wUh "a couple of pet heresjes on the sjde" (I'm a bjg tan of that
phrase). And I'd Uke to know how you, how your turnjng to Orthodoxy happened, and the reason I'm
askjng js because I'm kjnd of partly attracted to and partly repel led by Orthodoxy.

Uh-huh. That's a healthy disposition to have towards it. You know, writing poems-reading the Fathers,
of course, which I did even when I was-well, I didn't do it when I was a Baptist, but shortly after I
became a Presbyterian. I actually started reading Irenaeus, I think, initially; Irenaeus and then
Athanasius, and ... I can't remember if there were any other Church Fathers I read besides the Gospel.
I read The Philokalia . . . . I read The Way of the Pilgrim, which is not a patristic writing, but it's
sort of a little 19th-century Russian storyYeah,

the thjng rrom Franny and Zooey.

Well, I read Franny and Zooey when I was in high school, and I loved that. It was later in college
that I discovered what that little pea-green book was .... And then I read that. And then I read The
Philokalia after that. That was all in college. And I actually do remember thinking, "Man, I wish ...
I would like to go to that church where those people are. I would like to worship as those people do,"
and I was completely ignorant of the fact that maybe down the street there was such a place. It never
occurred to me that there was such a place. And it wasn't until much later that it occurred to me that
there was such a place. And I was probably-how old am I?-I was probably 35 before I was even familiar
with modern-day Orthodoxy. And I didn't become Orthodox, actually, until-I'd been writing poems and,
you know, sort of thinking of myself as a kind of heretic, but then discovering that much of what I
perceived as heresy was actually Orthodox. So, you know, I would write things that didn't really jibe
with my own deliberate or intentional Reformed theology, out of sort of wishful thinkingSuch as?

A New Earth
William J. Vande Kopple
"You want me to do what?" I almost choked when, on that drive
from Sioux Center, Iowa, where my family and I were visiting several relatives, my sons suddenly asked me to turn the radio off.
Since they earlier had tuned the radio to a Yankton station
broadcasting sounds that I thought could bring night crawlers out
of the ground in bright sunshine, I was eager to comply. And when
I saw how intently those three boys--ages eight, eleven, and thirteen--were scanning the pavement ahead, watching for and counting
off the gravel roads that came up on both sides out of corn and
soybean fields and intersected our county blacktop every mile, I
guessed what their motives were.
Their Uncle Stan had told them how to find what he called a
"secret fishing pond-a little piece of paradise on the prairie."
"Sure," I thought as I listened, "a secret fishing hole right
in the middle of land that's been plowed, planted, and fertilized
for decades. What kind of joke is he trying to play-sending these
wide-eyed city kids off to explore the muddy shallows of some
drainage ditch or to try to find a place to stand among fidgety
Holsteins on the edge of a watering hole?"
But my sons have special talents for wheedling, and after being stung by their pinched vowel sounds for most of a day, I gave
in and agreed to help them try to find what they had started to
call their "pondo perfecta."
Once we were on the road, they asked me to turn the radio off
for a reason: They wanted no possible sensory overload to keep them
from dictating Stan's directions to me word for word and to keep me
from following those directions accurately. So we traveled with
everyone at full alert--five miles west on the blacktop, then three
more miles south on the gravel, then east on a seasonal two-track
until you crest a hill and see the sparkle of the pond in a valley
shaped like an arrowhead pointed south.
Roughly thirty years earlier, just after we graduated from
college, three friends and I had discovered a fishing spot that was
as close to perfect as I ever dared to hope to find in this life.
For eight hours of one night and a few more hours of the next day,
we had driven to Watersmeet on the far west side of Michigan's Upper Peninsula. Then we loaded our gear into two canoes and paddled
hard for three hours before setting up camp in an area that was
labeled a wilderness tract even on the old maps. The next day we
canoed an hour away from camp, portaged for almost a mile, and finally stumbled out of a stand of birch onto the boggy shore of a
bay on the south side of East Bear Lake.
The fishing there was the stuff that many of my best dreams
are still made of. From the shoreline of that bay, lily pads extended out into the water fifteen or twenty feet. Once we got our
canoes through these pads and floated ten or fifteen yards outside
them, we tied on plastic nightcrawlers, flipped them onto lily pads
along the outside edge, let them sit there for a few seconds, and
then twitched them off the pads, watching them fall in slow and
sensual undulations. They were irresistible. Largemouth bass were
lying in the shade of the pads, and when they saw the worms doing
their descending dance, they would flash out and inhale them.
The fights were matters of domain. If the bass managed to
take our lines back into the jungle of stalks, they usually got
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off.
But if we managed to keep the bass out in deeper water and
had some patience with them, after a while we usually were able to
hold them in the air, sing out a few words or lines from some aria
we thought we knew, and stare proudly into a camera lens.
If all of East Bear Lake had been like that southern bay, it
would have been a great fishing lake. But before we left, we decided to sample at least one other part of the lake, the shoreline
on the far north side.
There we found a different kind of water
and a different kind of fish. On a ridge overlooking this shoreline was a stand of enormous--probably virgin--red pines. Just to
the west of these, the glinting waters of a small creek boiled down
to mix among the gravel spits and boulders in the water near the
shore. When we flipped tube jigs into the shade of the boulders or
jerked them across the gravel, trying to stir up little trails of
sediment, smallmouth bass hit them as if they wanted to hurt them
before eating them. They were not quite as fat as the largemouths,
but they fought as if they had a more serious attitude problem.
Two spots, two great fisheries, and so much of the lake left
to explore! Since that trip, my friends and I have tried to stay
in touch. When one of us e-mails the others every three or four
months, he will often refer to East Bear Lake and the promise we
made there to get together while we still had our health and explore the rest of that lake. But we are all so busy. And we have
families that do not put hauling canoes along wilderness trails at
the top of their things-to-do-on-vacation lists. I'm pretty sure
we made a promise we will never be able to keep.
But, I told myself as our van idled high on that two-track in
northwest Iowa, it's possible that there are other fabulous fishing
spots. And as I looked down on the pond, I began to have a strange
sensation. After getting out of the van and following my sons down
into the valley, the sensation intensified. I whirled around but
could see no barns, no windmills, no silos, no crops, nothing that
brought human endeavor to mind. And the grasses surrounding the
pond were long and full of wild whispers in the breeze: Could this
be a small pocket of pristine prairie, and could this pond be
loaded with bass whose genes carried memories of prehistoric seas?
My sons broke into my reverie by insisting that I help rig up
their rods.
"What do you want to fish with?" I asked.
"Bobbers and worms."
So I rigged our rods up with a bobber, a swivel, a small hook,
and a chunk of nightcrawler. And we decided to start fishing from
where we were at the northernmost point of the pond, leapfrogging
our way down along the west side.
Joel, our middle son, was the first to cast, and as soon as
his bait landed on the water, a little storm erupted around it.
Slashing four-inch bluegills nearly collided with one another as
they hit the bobber, hit the swivel, hit twists and bends in the
line, and practically impaled themselves on the hook
"They must be starving!" Joel yelped.
"Yeah," Jason, the youngest, countered, "and every blazing one
of them is only four inches long!"
"How can they all be that little?" Joel shot back. "There's
got to be some big mamas in here somewhere!"
But along the entire western edge, all we found was tiny and
insanely hungry bluegills. When we came to the south side, we saw
the sign: "This pond has to many 1 i ttel fish. Please catch some
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and put them in the tiling over there~ to feed the crick. You
can help make it great. Thanx, P. Engelsman."
To me, the prospect of helping was powerfully attractive. After all, I thought, if my boys and I couldn't discover a perfect
fishing spot, maybe we could play a big part in creating one.
"Well," I said, "it's not a wilderness treasure, but maybe we
can help shape it up. Clear some of these little fish out, and who
knows what will happen?"
The boys exchanged glances and were silent for a few seconds,
but eventually they went along.
"OK," Jason spoke for them all, "let's haul a bunch of these
babies in. It's not like they're hard to catch or anything."
We found several five-gallon buckets near the sign and set up
an efficient little catch-and-release brigade. Two of us would
catch one four-inch bluegill after another and flip them into buckets one-third full of water. The other two would lug buckets up
the eastern hill and unload them into some tiling Engelsman had put
into place. Gravity then took those voracious little fish sluicing
down into a nearby creek.
About three hundred bluegills later, I felt we had taken a
pretty significant step. Plus it was starting to feel like work.
"There," I claimed, "you were present right from the beginning. Maybe we should try one more cast before we go, out deep
along that drop-off, just to see if there's enough room now for any
bigger fish from below to get at our bait."
So Joel took his pole and put his bait right on the line where
the light water met the dark. As a dozen or more little bluegills
instantly slashed around the bobber, I sucked air harshly between
clenched front teeth.
Jon, our oldest, was nearest me and looked up sharply when he
heard.
"Aw, get real, Dad. Anybody can see this pond's going to need
more than an afternoon's work. It's a good thing we kids memorized
the directions, huh?"

f
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"It's bitter."
Steam wrapped the cup's rim, folding into a velvet stream.
The breeze from a cracked open wi~dow tugged at the white heat
Unraveling the wavering strands. The liquid too hot to drink.
Dawn's contemplative fingers rapped the table as she watched
The last glowing ash of his cigarette burn, and crackle out.
It lay there, undisturbed and unbegrudged at letting go if its
glow.
For a long time she just sat and looked in the direction of his
departure ...
And she sat,
And she sat,
And then she heard a whistle from the window
that snuck up from the street below.
Dawn smiled.
He was back with the cream.

(Tammy Goodrich)
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not to belabor the point but
I wish that you still loved me
and that I had some heat
in this big old battered house
I wish that there were windows
in this crumbling basement
I wish I had a car
to drive away in past those distant hills
I wish I had a pipe
and a porch to sit on
smoking through a summer night
watching as the sun melts
to the horizon and nodding
to the strangers passing by
I wish I were alone
I wish the year would turn to warmth
I wish that waves were crashing
on a beach not far away
I wish that you were still here with me
and I wish that I still loved you

(Peter Berghoef)
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Kate

Bonner

Within spaces are visual histories
of the interactions of inanimate and
animate things. I am interested in
the way that spatial (sensory) and
visual (optical) phenomenon manipulate mood and behavior, and in the
way that a person participates in
and manipulates her spatial environment and the objects within it. This
artwork is experience based and
interactive. The audience member
becomes a subconscious performer and
completes the environment by giving
life to its inanimate elements
through attribution and movement.
These installations are
storytelling; created through the
presence, action and response of the
viewer.

Two Poems by Fernando Pessoa
Autopsicografia
O poeta e
Finge tao
Que chega
A dor que

(1888 - 1935)

(1931)

um fingidor.
completamente
a fingir que e dor
deveras sente.

E os que leem o que escreve,
Na dor lida sentem bem,
Nao as duas que ele teve,
Mas s6 que eles nao tern.
E assim nas calhas de roda
Gira, a entreter a razao
Esse comboio de corda
Que se chama o cora~ao.
Self-psychologizing
The poet is a pretender.
He pretends so completely
that he even begins to fake
the grief that he actually feels.
And those who read what he writes
feel good in the grief they've readnot the two that he had,
but only the one that they don't.
And so along the rails
it chugs, in order to amuse the mind ,
this tick-tock toy train
that dubs itself the heart.

Ode 182 de Ricardo Reis

(1935)

Vivem em n6s inumeros;
Se penso ou sinto, ignoro
Quern e que pensa ou sente.
Sou somente o lugar
Onde se sente ou pensa .
Tenho mais almas que uma.
Ha mais eus do que eu mesmo.
Existo todavia
Indiferente a todos.
Fa~o-os calar: eu falo.
Os impulses cruzados
Do que sinto ou nao sinto
Disputam em quern sou.
Ignoro-os. Nada dictam
A quern me sei: eu 'screvo.
Ode 182 of Ricardo Reis
Innumerable selves subsist in us;
if I think or feel, I ignore
who it is who thinks or does the feeling.
I'm only the location
where feeling or thinking happens.
I am more souls than one.
There are more I's than I myself.
Notwithstanding, I remain
indifferent to them all.
I shut them up: I speak.
The cruciform urges
of what I feel or don't feel
stake their claims to my identity.
I ignore them. They dictate
nothing to the self I grant: I write.

Translated From Portuguese by Tim Thompson
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Reading to Herself
She reads each evening after work
(I'm guessing it's poetry she reads)
exhausted or not-though, inevitably,
she'll trail off quickly, her slim book
ease from fingers to carpet.
She won't fall asleep-not quiteshe'll drift into a room, usually
the same each evening, where a muffled
voice re-enunciates the words
she's just left off reading.
It seems like her bedroom: familiar
paint-chipped walls, scent that makes her
vaguely aware of her body, her own familiar
skin. Lamplight warms her
eyelids. She listens to this voice,
which chants the words she was reading-a voice
not unlike God's own-the poem (I'm fairly sure now),
which, I think she'd agree, jangled
in its chained syntax when she read
it with her eyes open.

(Tim Thompson)
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Christopher
Filippini

1 these works, I collect images from sketches, found
1otographs, magazine clippings, television footage,
tc. By removing the surroundings from the figures,
istory and context become not the dictation of the
igures, but an absence leading to the possibility of
nother. In one sense the events have lost meaning
ince I have separated them from their containers . The
vent becomes ambiguous as I extract figures from the
ocumentations that I find. I have stolen the figure
rom their previous arrangement and isolated them to a
ew context. This context does not involve a specified
nvironment, rather the opportunity for free associaion.
On the other hand, I need the events for the
bjects to survive. In the paintings, by selecting
igures from their environment and panning out the
ackground, I am referring to these figures outside of
heir frame of reference . The communication of these
mages is moved beyond the situational and now exists
hrough planar communication. They exist only as comunication.
Out of contexts, changed meanings of actions,
unctions, people as constellations ... in these changes
nd spatial relationships, a community of uncommonness
s formed. Unrelated people and situations enter into
dialogue, which is completed by the viewer and artist
hen willingness occurs.

(Carnes Interview continued)
Okay.
One last question: I'd like to hear more about how-as tar as I know, you used to be primarily a
sort of a Reformed Christian with "a couple of pet heresies on the side" (I'm a big tan of that
phrase).
And I'd like to know how you, how your turning to Orthodoxy happened, and the reason I'm
asking is because I'm kind of partly attracted to and partly repelled by Orthodoxy.

Uh-huh. That's a healthy disposition to have towards it . You know, writing poems-reading the Fathers,
of course, which I did even when I was-well, I didn't do it when I was a Baptist, but shortly after I
became a Presbyterian. I actually started reading Irenaeus, I think, initially; Irenaeus and then
Athanasius, and ... I can't remember if there were any other Church Fathers I read besides the Gospel .
I read The Philokalfa . ... I read The Way of the Pilgrim, which is not a patristic writing, but it's
sort of a little 19th-century Russian storyYeah,

the thing from Franny and Zooey.

Well, I read Franny and Zooey when I was in high school, and I loved that. It was later in college
that I discovered what that little pea - green book was . .. . And then I read that. And then I read The
Philokalia after that.
That was all in college. And I actually do remember thinking, "Man, I wish ...
I would like to go to that church where those people are. I would like to worship as those people do,"
and I was completely ignorant of the fact that maybe down the street there was such a place. It never
occurred to me that there was such a place. And it wasn't until much later that it occurred to me that
there was such a place. And I was probably-how old am I?- I was probably 35 before I was even familiar
with modern-day Orthodoxy. And I didn't become Orthodox, actually, until-I'd been writing poems and,
you know, sort of thinking of myself as a kind of heretic, but then discovering that much of what I
perceived as heresy was actually Orthodox. So, you know, I would write things that didn't really jibe
with my own deliberate or intentional Reformed theology, out of sort of wishful thinkingSuch as?

Well, like, oh, the body, you know, how really .... You know, I never could come to terms with a
notion of human perfection as somehow a transcendence of the body, a spiritual transcendence of the
body, even though this is what I always believed was what human perfection entails. I was never happy
with it, and received my own sort of joy in bodiliness and animality. I love walking with my dogs; I
love, you know, playing with my wife, we just have a great time! I love my kids; I love bathing my
children, laughing with them, wrestling with them-I love stuff! I used to backpack all the time-I just
love it! Lying down in the pine needles, you know, just inhaling. I've always really felt that that
was somehow pagan and wrong of me, but then the poems, of course, were kind of undoing that thought and
leading me away from thinking that way about the joy of those sensations .... And then I started
reading the Fathers. [The body] gets resurrected, and grows into divinity. But I'm not talking about
some Mormon notion of "I become a God of my own little planet," it's more likeOrthodox "theos is."
Theosis--yeah!
As you become more fully godlike, your apprehension of who God is becomes increased, so
that it's like this forever! [Gestures, moving hands through the air, maintaining a steady distance
between them as they move.] It's a really wonderful, desirable circumstance. And I justThings never get boring that way.

Never! You don't stop, there's no static situation . It's all a dynamic forever. And also, I used to
play with ideas about time, because I used to think that God knows all and so the future's done, and we
just sort of catch up to it. And that's so stupid! That's infantile! There is no future, yet. We're
co-creators of what's to come. We make, through our choices, and the power of the Holy Spirit in us,
things better or worse for other people and ourselves . And it's not a done deal!
Definitely seems to tree God of any-

Culpabi l ity!
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[Laughs.]

Joel
~ea

The works in this exhibition often make the
use of layers, physical
layers or layers of
v1s1on. By using the
way a viewer approaches
an image or object, and
how they then view that
image, I am asking the
viewer to spend time
changing how they see
what is in front of
them. The physical
movement of the viewer
is an essential element
_..,~. to shi work. With
ilFii~• these piece's design, I
hope to inspire this
movement of engagement.
I am trying to extend
the perspective of the
viewer so that they are
curious how the piece
is to be best viewed.
I hope that the compositional design and
arrangement asks to be
seen from many different views. By using
layers, the point of
perspective is not
defined as one position
in space. By how the
piece is designed I
hope to raise this
curiosity to explore.
The viewer then composes a new arrangement
by shifting the angle
and creating new compositions of graphic
elements.

Commission
Take aim from high upon the dune.
Cry pull and shoot the pigeon moon.
Spare not the stars or tin can sun.
Complete the age that is begun.
Darken eye and poison breathPittances to smoke out Death,
To hold secure a place to stand,
Our towering hill of shifting sand.

(Matt Walhout)
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St. Gregory's Abbey: After Compline
We each are sprinkled, washed by
water drops flung arcing from
a silver rod to spatter
on our black-belted cassocks.
We lie down in peace-we
not fearing the night's
blessing Yahweh through
hearts white as snow at

chantterror,
the night,
sunrise.

Now we depart from plainchant
into the Greater Silence,
down dark narrow hallways or
along globe-lighted pathways,
each to our own plain-walled cell,
alone with the silence and
our solitary wrestling
against either beast or god.
We each have our own monsters
-toothed lust, gluttony and slothwhose names we try to toss off;
they are too close to our own.
Angels, though, we clasp tightly,
plead that they release a hip
and give to us a new name
born in muscle-strained struggle.
We pray to wake in plain light,
waiting to break the silence
with broken bread, the name of
Him who knows both white and black.

(Nathan Sytsma)
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Being an immigrant to this country
has helped me understand and appreciate the Hispanic culture . The
images depict immigrants that have
come to this country, "the land of
opportunities", for a better 1 ife
for themselves and for their families. I am trying to address the
problem of anti-immigrant sentiment
that surfaces when dealing with
immigrants from Latin America, a
problem immigrants from Europe and
Canada do not face.
As an artist I have discovered
that through my photographs, I
could make people aware of the
beauty and dignity of the often
ignored immigrants in America.
Americans tend to downplay the importance of Hispanics in this coun

Mariela
Castillo

try. What I am presenting is
the other face of America. The
one that many Americans and foreigners alike do not see, the
one that is a victim of discrimination and exploitation
just for being different, just
for coming from somewhere else,
and the one that is essential of
understanding how to live - and
survive- in the United States.

David
Wilcox

Interview
Thanks for
your music
discovered
sang about
my mind.

Mr Ron Rienstra interviewed s ingersongwriter David Wi !cox just
berore his concert on Saturday night, February 9 2002 in the FAC.
Evidently, David wore raded jeans, a loose cotton sweater, and
bowling shoes; was relaxed and congenial; quiet, but not shy; and
he obviously enjoyed talking about his work.

taking this time to talk. I want to begin by telling you how much
has meant to me personally. And I know many others feel this way-I
certain songs of yours at just the right moment in my life, and you
a truth I knew, but had forgotten, or hadn't quite crystallized in

It's good for me to hear that, especially right now. I get in very different
frames of mind whether I'm writing or performing. When I'm in writing mode I
play terribly. It's just a different way of thinking. In order to writ'e a
song well, you have to look at it so carefully, look for the way that people
could go astray, look for the way that every line could be misunderstood.
However, when you play live, it's just the opposite. You have to not just
play what's there. You have to play all the things you 1r1sn were in the song
but aren't. You have to think of all the things in your life that went into
writing that song and all the stories and all the characters and all the
scenes and all the emotions. If you were to write a song that way, you might
think there was something in the song that wasn't, and you'd end up writing a
bad song. However, if you try to perform with a writer's mind, every line
that comes out, you're saying "ooh, boy, you know, they could misunderstand
that ... " and what you' re sending out in your subtext is al 1 those
misunderstandings. And because I've been in writing mode and studio mode,
it's wonderful that you said that because it gets me back in that state of
mind of remembering that yes, this stuff does work, even though it's just
songs, it does work.
Your new CD-Stories and Songs-captures one of the unique features of your
performances: that you fill the time between songs, while you're tuning and
what-not, with stories. Your best songs are stories and extended metaphors,
dealing with the big stuff, the deep, capital "T" truth. What's the role of
narrative in your work, and its relationship to truth?
I love the challenge of trying to have something in a song that people can
take back into their lives-give them something to think about and work with.
I love the idea of having a song I can just paraphrase and still have
something to offer. That's why when I get up here I don't feel like I'm just
standing up here alone. I feel like I'm switching on the slide projector and
the songs are what people are going to look at. So it ' s much easier for me if
I have stuff I really believe is worth hearing, not jus for the melody or the
chords, but because of what's there, in the words, in the story, in the
metaphor, in the words ...
Here-here's a new song from the studio album we're doing now, and it gets
right at this question:

i4

[At this point, David picks up his guitar and sings "God Knows Your Native
Tongue," a song that he also performed that night.
Copyright laws prevent us
from printing the lyrics here, but ft turns out they're on the Mighty
Internet,· some of the sites we found are http://www.geocftfes.com/
lvrfcswf lcox/davevlvrfcsl. ipg. http://www. geocf ties. com/lvrfcswf lcox/
davevlvrfcs2. ipg, and http://www.geocftfes.com/lvrfcswflcox/
davevlvrfcs3. ipg.J

Middle-School Playground Drama
Presaged with a wary wink
The scrappy schoolboy revealed his prank,
Peering through the chan-link's chinks
At the dweeb-kid, tall and lank.
"First Tom will give a Wedgie
the Pete'll pull a melvin,
and I'll drop a firecracker in the sucker's
slacks
while Billy pelts him
till there's an eggy
mess up his front and down his back."
Sorry for them that day
that not one knew
the principal behind them stood,
and when they
spoke, his whistle blew,
then they broke for cover in the wood.
They ate Twinkies there;
laughed so hard they cried
and told diry jokes besides,
in a tree fort, miles in the air.
"wonder what tomorrow will bring,"
Billy giggled, tilting back his chair.
All looked to Frank, who wasn't listening.
No one knew and no one cared.

(T.C. Avery)
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By presenting the materials of
the every-day in a new form , in
large, sensual installations, I
hope to awaken the viewer ' s sense
to the object and materials
around him or her. It seems the
broader our definition of that
which will inspire and evoke contemplation, the greater the enjoyment we will find in
living ... When we deny our role in
creating objects we limit them by
tightly classifying them, thereby
limiting their potentiality. We
tend to forget that nuance matters and the meaning of things
change when the form of a thing
is changed.

My Own Questions of Travel:
January 2002, Kenya
Is it right to be watching strangers in a play
in this strangest or theatres?
Elizabeth Bishop

Should we have come here?
Is it gluttonous to trade a year's food equivalent
for a twenty four hour's flight?
Do we profane by making mementoed snapshots
from a sea of permanent improvised tin roofs
or scabied, parentless children?
What arrogance allows us to wish blessings
as we tip-toe over seeping sewage
and calcium rocks craved by pregnant women?
What is this force that draws us from such distance
into the gaze of savannahed plains
and stoic and self-satisfied golden huntresses?
But is it not also wrong
to assume measurable value can define this experience?
To the wind-whipped peace that suspended on rappeler's ropes
as we leaned off the rocked face of the Rift Valley
straining to spot those leafless treesour first giraffes.
To the bold stares of the timid schoolchildren
who crowded and poked our ghost's complexions
as if we were fire.
To the unearthly silence in a concrete cathedral,
and outside owners of only empty bellies
begged coins with one hand
and clutched benumbing narcotic in the other.
To the musical embrace of the red clad choir,
who greeted us with piercing, trilling shouts and,
with beads dangling on hollow earlobes,
asked, "if not this, then how
do your women express their overflowing joy?"
And would not the world be empty
without the memory of velvet moss hills
where - for an eternal moment - the world seemed right
as the laughing children dissolved into the silken valley,
their tinkling, cowbell voices echoing the single foreign word:
"goodbye."
And we have come to realize,
the continent once dark in our minds,
we now see with a face.
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(Sarah Bailey)

kid sketches
his wild red hair stuck
in various directions
matted with play dough and
he works quietly, alone
small hands shaping, he glances upan outbreak-pounding of clay

(Noah Paul Borgondy)
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Diane DeKorte
February 23, 1981
Charlevoix, Ml
BFA Major/Art History Minor
I am not studying art, I am art.
Untitled
Mixed Media
Draw with your eyes closed- often.

ARTIST BIOS
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

What Is Your Name?
On What Day Were You Born?
Where Did You Grow Up?
What Are You Studying?
In One Sentence, Why Are Your Studying It?
What Is The Title Of Your Piece?
What Media Are Used In It?
Comments:

1) Jenny Scott
2) December 30th, 1980
3) Mexico City, Mexico ... I love that place!
4) No thanks, I'd rather be pranking ... hehehe
5) Because pranking people is so much fun, I love getting into trouble.
6) Jigga Who?
7) Conte crayon, charcoal, pastels
8) I think pranking can be a form of artistic expression too. It requires a lot of creativity, it certainly inspires certain emotions
in your audience (usually anger or hatred, but hey, those are emotions too, right?), and there are so many great materials out
there for pranking purposes: deer piss, toilet paper, shaving cream, peanut butter, dog hair, water balloons, ICY HOT, BenGay,
feminine products, frozen underwear, bod books, you name it.
1) Tiffany Leighton
2) the 29th of December in the year of 1980
3) The city of George Eastman and Susan B. Anthony, Rochester, NY
4) Life and Story through Chinese and American History, Psychology, Photography, and Film.
5) These aspects of life challenge me to think about and embrace the both the beauty and the horror of the human experience.
6) Hongkou Man and Alley
7) A man and an alley captured together on Black and White film and printed on a piece of photo paper.
8) After I took his picture he said, "Xiexie. Xiexie." while bowing a little to me. To him I replied, "Xiexie xiexie."
1) Patrick Martin
2) 6/29/79
3) I was a Navy brat, so all over the place.
4) BFA
5) Art is never, not interesting to me.
6) Untitled
7) [BLANK]
8) This series shows how I view the world without the aid of glasses/contacts. This series exploits the facial features that we
respond to when we see people. My perspective breaks down the images so much they almost become unrecognizable
abstracts.

1) Ari Tenyenhuis
2) June 29, 1980
3) montreal/toronto
4) art education
5) following feelings of satisfaction and well being
6) collage series
7) magazines, oil paint, records, oak frames and elmers glue
8) the series represents an experiment i wish to explore further. because it was a quick activity and an execution of a
developing idea, i wish to make more to strengthen the series and perhaps create more stimulating images
1) Rebecca Van Wyk
2) 1/5/82
3) Nigeria, West Africa
4) Pre- Med, Biology Major
5) I am studing pre-med, to do medical work abroad.
6) Baby in Blue
7) acrylic
8) This piece portrays a close up view of a child being bathed by his mother. It is painted in blue in order to symbolize the
feeling of suffering while there is still comfort in the mothers care.
1) juan garcia
2) january 10
3) ypsilanti, mi.
4) summer.
5) among other reasons, summer is easy to study.
6) its untitled
7) chalk
8) i think its important not to overdo things when you realized theyre done. this does not just include art.
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1) Kevin Buist
2) 1 2-29-81
3) Grand Rapids, Ml
4) CAS Film Studies, Fine Art
5) I've always loved images and stories, I want to produce both.
6) Boy With Pistol, Manila
7) It was shot on Ko'dak T-Max 400 black and white film, printed on llford fiber-based multi-contrast paper.
8) I shot this photo in Manila, Philippines. Manila is a massive city, I was overwhelmed thinking about how it's not just full of
ten million people, but ten million stories. I like how this piece leaves the viewer wondering how the story ends.
1) Raleigh Chadderdon
2) February 1 5th , 1 981
3) Seattle and Hong Kong
4) I'm a Bachelor of Fir:ie Arts and Art History double major.
5) I really like art,
',
6) "All Form, No Content"
7) Clay, wood, Manganese and maple stains, and very small nails.
8) I am interested in exploring Form and Content. Form is what we see, Content is the true nature of the subject. Parallels:
tongues and hearts, branches and roots. Sameness in Form and Content are rare in humanity and art. Some art is overconceptualized, some smiles are too broad, some words are too kind, and some tree branches break. I'm in a stage of waiting
for the right questions to come.
1) Michelle Vondiziano
2) January 14, 1982
3) Grand Rapids
4) Art History/Sociology
5) I enjoy it
6) Sighs of Minarets
7) oil paint
8) It portrays movement. With some influence from cubism, this still life is approached from many angles,so the subject is
seen from all sides at the same time. However there is an emphasis on the substance of space and all that resides in it due
to the subject's movement. Therefore through the layering of thin paint, "empty space" is built up to be as substancial as
the object itself.
1)
2)
3)
4)
6)
7)

Ryan Schoonover
12/17 /80
Modesto, California
Art Education
Untitled
Mix Media Collage

1) Melissa Ann Keeley
2) very early on a tuesday morning, only a half hour after midnight.
3) New Jersey
4) Double majoring in political science and studio art
5) Couldn't make up my mind which I liked better: making pictures or arguing. Then i decided I hated bureaucracy and
didn't want to make art only for the wealthy-now i want to go into photo-journalism and make images of political events
that anyone who can afford a newspaper can enjoy.
6) Contour line study #1
7) graphite and turpenoid
1) Tim Scholten
2) 11 /02/80
3) Holland, Michigan
4) Business Marketing Major and a minor in Stud ion Art
8) I took a common object and repeated it many times over in to a new object. I used spoons to make a chair because they
share a relationship, especially since the chair is modeled after one of my kitchen chairs.
6) Chair of Spoons
7) Plastic Spoons

1) Jeanette Feddes
2) September 1 5, 1981
3) Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
4) Social work major, Asian Studies minor
8) I took this Polaroid picture on my journey with Anne. It is the first Polaroid transfer I attempted. The subject matter
is quite simple and ordinary but that's why I like it.

